
Taking the legacy of standing distinct in the field of
academic excellence in legal education, Army Institute of
Law, Mohali, launched the Centre for Research in
Corporate Law and Governance (CRCLG) in 2018 to
provide to its scholars, a deep insight into the contours of
corporate conundrums.
CRCLG, as a multi-faceted functional body, looks forward
to conduct workshops, panel discussions, seminars,
conferences, and guest lectures by the leading and
eminent scholars from the legal field. It effectively deals
with the discipline, balances and imbalances of corporate
law exhaustively to provide to the readers a holistic
understanding of the subject and matters connected and
incidental thereto. It shall work promptly to promote and
provide:

• comprehensive research; preparing the students with
analytical skills to critically evaluate legal provisions of
corporate law & governance.
• in-depth study of corporate law and governance
interwoven with its economic, business and legal context
with particular regard to how corporate law and
governance mechanisms facilitate or inhibit economic
activity.
• to provide a new way of thinking about the growing
challenges in corporate law and how to respond to them.

Dealing with the traditional issues and the contemporary
ones, the newsletter shall give the reader an opportunity
to fathom into the corporate world.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF
THE ‘AIR’:  NO, LITERALLY, OF

THE ‘AIR’

Nishant Tiwari
(4th Year)

Ever heard about a government-sponsored
scam?
Something that has been going on for years,
but hasn’t been stopped, pointed a finger at, or
brought to the court of law?
Fun-fact: it is still happening.
India’s aviation sector is one of the biggest in
the entire world. Being (now) the third largest
and fastest growing aviation market in terms
of domestic tickets sold, the Indian aviation
market has grown at an annual rate of 10.2%
from 2008–09 to 2018–19. India has 91
international carriers comprising of 5 Indian
carriers and 86 foreign carriers, which ensure
that the nation is well connected with most
major countries. Revenue passenger kilometre
(RPK) in domestic airline demand growth of
18.6% in 2018 was three times the global RPK
growth of 6.5%. Indian carriers are projected
to increase their fleet size to 1,200 aircraft by
2024 while the freight traffic on Indian airports
is expected to cross 11.4 MT by 2032.
Government agencies project requirement of
around 250 brownfield and green-field
airports by 2020.
As the fastest-growing aviation market, India is
expected to cater to 520 million passengers by
2037. Keeping the supply-demand curve in
tandem, even the demand for aircraft in India is
expected to be 1,750 by 2037. Currently, the
government of India allows up to 100% FDI is
permitted in Non-scheduled air transport
services, helicopter services and seaplanes,
MRO for maintenance and repair
organizations; flying training institutes; and
technical training institutes under the automatic
route. 
But who monitors it? Who regulates this
growth and gives it a direction? Who keeps a 
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check on the autocratic tendencies of
conglomerates and protects the airlines from
unfair competition or blows of precarious
economy?
If Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
is what you think the answer is, I’d urge you to
think again.
India’s DGCA has been mocked repeatedly
internationally. So much so that, this Indian
aviation regulator is not even invited to
international aviation and security
conferences anymore. For example, “when
the US Federal Aviation Administration —
deemed the apex airline regulator worldwide
— called civil aviation authorities from across
the world to review software modifications to
the grounded Boeing 737 Max, it didn’t extend
the invite to India’s watchdog — the
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).
“Why so? Let’s begin from the basics.
When you establish a company, who’d you
naturally want to keep as your finance officer?
A historian? Similarly, how is a regulatory
body expected to lead the entire nation’s
aviation department in terms of the best
aviation practices, security maintenance,
routine checks, when it is led by bureaucrats?
The last person heading India’s DGCA who
actually possessed experience in the field of
aviation was Late Kanu Gohain. The Former
Director General was the last technocrat
heading the office from the 2006-08, after
which IAS officers took on to make DGCA the
mocked office that it is known today.
Pakistan’s PCAA is headed by Mr. Asim
Suleman, a retired Air Marshal himself.
Indonesia’s Suprasetyo (Directorate General
of Civil Aviation) is headed by Mr. Muzaffar
Ismail, an aviation expert having experience
of flight testing, policy formation of 25+ years,
until he ascended the post in 2013.
“Bureaucrats in the ministry wormed their
way into DGCA via the International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) route. A joint
secretary would be sent to ICAO as India’s
representative and qualification requirements
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for DGCA were tweaked by the ministry to
make sure that the IAS cadre swarmed into all
the top posts in aviation. None of the
bureaucrats knew the subject.Except for a short
stint of M.R. Sivaraman in the ’90s, the DGCA in
the past had always been someone with an
aviation background,” he said. “There was a
time when Air Marshall C.S.K. Raje, a former
Indian Air Force chief, was the DGCA. He was
very good and he did actually understand the
difference between a military set up and a civil
aviation one.”
-Captain Mohan Ranganathan
(Aviation Safety Consultant & Former Flight
Instructor)

The Aircraft Rules, 1937 (I repeat, ‘Rules,’ not
‘Act,’ which means that the document can be
amended without being passed through the
Houses of the Indian Parliament) give DGCA
deafening powers to allow, disallow,
introduce, remove, make regulations, or make
changes in anything related to aviation in India
and things underlying therein. India, led by
DGCA, was one of the first countries that had
approved flying of Boeing 737 MAX flying jets.
It was the same aircraft that caused two worst
crashes in the history of the world (Lion Air in
2018 and Ethiopian Air in 2019), causing 346
deaths. As per statement of DGCA’s Head in
response to the question if DGCA had approved
the model after testing it itself: “DGCA
approved the model on basis of trust. It is the
norm.”
Corporate governance in the aviation sector is
a humongous impending responsibility that
hasn’t been given a wing as of yet. We need
something stronger than DGCA, and
something, clearly, more responsible than
DGCA. We need to follow a model that is more
accountable, more transparent. We need
representation of private bodies on the panel
instead of autonomy of government and its
officials. Apart from repetitive mistakes, which
also labelled it as being called “stupider than all
aviation agencies of the world” by a Boeing 

pilot, India’s DGCA has also being time and
again accused of seeking bribes from airlines
in order to allow their flights way in the air.
DGCA could be an answer, but it not the
solution. India is witnessing 11% passenger
traffic growth and 15.9% Foreign Tourist
Arrival growth annually. Its domestic aircraft
movement growth is at whopping increase of
14.4% as of now (updated as on May 20,
2021). With these figures, it is absurd to
continue with a regulatory body that doesn’t
even under the mechanics of the aviation
market.
Why has this been in dark for so long, you
ask? It hasn’t. The fact was never hidden, to be
honest. But no one has cared to question
enough. As middle-class people, none of us
walk with our eyes towards the sky. Only 14%
of India’s entire population flies frequently.
Majorly, it consists of people from the
bizworld, for whom ‘time is money.’ That said,
there is a clear-cut difference in between
entrepreneurs and industrialists, a difference
that the Tatas and their legacy speaks of
voluminously already. About 98% of the flying
population didn’t know before the pandemic
that DGCA controls aviation in India, unless
they heard a cabin crew sophisticatedly telling
them “please maintain the COVID-19 Protocol
as has been mandated by DGCA.”  But now,
we need to think. Or do we not? I’ll leave you
with another inoculum: DGCA could have
stopped the blinding loss of 97,000 crores INR
that Air India Inc. is indebted with today. Only
if it wasn’t acting as a sidelined body in the
dark, but in broad daylight where it could be
held accountable, answerable, and
responsible for the dent in the economy that
this 100% privatisation of national airline will
cause now.
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RECONCILING DEFINITION OF
DOMINANCE IN EU COMPETITION

LAW

Omvir Singh
(5th Year)

With the evolving technology, there has been a
rise of new dynamic digital platforms, which
deviate from the traditional business models in
various ways. The modern-day digital
platforms are multi-sided, due to which there
are network effects, and they can operate on
the basis of zero-price models. These novel
dynamisms often known as Digital Multi-Sided
Platforms (MSPs), due to their complex nature,
create challenges in assessing anti-competitive
practices and determining dominance. 

The MSPs are defined “as an undertaking
operating in two (or multi) sided markets,
which uses internet to enable interactions
between two or more distinct but
interdependent groups of users to generate
value for at least one groups.” In the case of
digital mobile platforms, an appstore is an
intermediary or a platform. It usually has two
sets of interdependent groups: the app
developers and the app users (consumers). An
appstore is preferred by app developers if
there are a larger number of consumers to
whom they can sell the app. On the other hand,
an appstore is preferred by the consumers if
there is higher number of prominent apps
offered in that app store by the app developers.
Hence, this exhibits a positive feedback loop
leading to indirect network effects. 

In the present day, the nature of the appstore is
such that it is generally offered for free to the
consumer. A commission is levied on the
developer to obtain revenue, and nothing is
charged to the consumer. This business model is
known as the zero-priced model. However, this
model, due to its very nature, generates
myriad challenges in determining dominance.
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THE TRADITIONAL WAY

The traditional way of determining
dominance is the indirect method. It has the
imprimatur of the Court of Justice of the
European Union (CJEU). According to the
Enforcement Guidelines of Article 102
(“Guidance”), this method involves two
phases: determination of relevant market
(product and geographic) and evaluation of
market power through market shares,
countervailing buyer power, and barriers to
entry and expansion. Thus, an undertaking
capable of profitably increasing prices above
the competitive level for a significant period of
time without facing effective competitive
constraints is regarded as dominant.
According to the Commission notice on the
definition of relevant market, geographic
markets are basically geographical areas
wherein the undertakings are involved in
supply and demand, and the conditions for
competition are homogenous, and
distinguishable from other areas. However, in
case of digital platforms, if a company has
high market shares, then the question
regarding the geographic market can be
avoided. The product market, however, is
necessary to be determined. The relevant
product market consists of interchangeable
products (to a sufficient degree) due to
products’ characteristics, prices, and intended
use, and is defined via competitive constraints.
There are three ways to evaluate the
competitive constraints over any product, i.e.
the demand substitutability, supply
substitutability, or potential competition. But,
demand side substitutability is preferred as it
is the most effective and immediate
disciplinary force on suppliers of given
products and is majorly assessed via the SSNIP
test (small-but-significant-and-non-transitory-
increase-in price test).

The SSNIP test is adopted by the Commission
for defining relevant market, wherein 

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/strategic-decisions-for-multisided-platforms/
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:31997Y1209(01)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:31997Y1209(01)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/dgs/competition/economist/merger_investigations.pdf


“market is defined as the smallest set of
substitutable products such that a small-but-
significant (typically 5%) and non-transitory
(often 1 year) price increase by a hypothetical
monopolist would be profitable.” This test is
repeatedly performed in a loop until no more
products can be included or price cannot be
profitably increased.

However, it is important to understand here
that a mobile platform is characterized by
dynamic competition. In a dynamic competitive
market, innovation acts as a key-competitive
constraint. According to the 2019 Commission
Report, over-emphasis cannot be laid on the
market share of the platforms as these
platforms are more performance-based than
price-based, and the use of SSNIP test would
lead to a downward bias in the definition of the
size of the relevant product market, and
upward bias in assessing market power.
Moreover, market shares do not account for
potential new entrants leading to skewed
evaluations. Additionally, since mobile
platforms follow a zero-price model (as
discussed above), the SSNIP test is rendered
inapplicable because it is mathematically
impossible to evaluate the 5 percent increase
through the hypothetical monopolist test (HMT),
as any percent increase from zero is equal to
zero. Therefore, the application of the SSNIP
test to only the non-zero priced markets in
MSPs would lead to omitted variable bias and
would result in over-narrow definitions of the
market. Furthermore, the Commission
emphasized in Google Shopping and Topps
Europe that it is not obliged to follow the SSNIP
test stating that it is not apt for the zero-price
markets.

In order to solve the problem of the zero-price
market and a multi-sided application of the
test, a modified way of applying the SSNIP test
has been devised, i.e., the SSNDQ test (small-
but-significant-non-transitory-decline-in-
quality-test). This test primarily involves 
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assessing the changes in demand on one side of
the platform to a SSNDQ, then predicting the
change in demand on the other side in response
and, lastly, determining what the market-
balancing price on these other side would be in
response to the change in demand. The
exercise would be repeated on each side of the
market and with a simultaneous increase in the
price (on the price chargeable market) and
decrease in quality, in the zero-price market. If
the dominant firm is the only hypothetical
monopolist in the SSNDQ test, then it is
dominant. The replacement of ‘price’ by the
‘quality’ variable solves the problem for the
zero-price market. The Microsoft/Skypecase
held that “quality” is a significant parameter of
competition (since many consumer services are
provided for free and consumers pay attention
to other features for purchasing a product). The
SSNDQ test has been applied in one of the
reputed cases of Qihoo v. Tencent by the
Chinese competition authority. Hence, this test
is highly promising in terms of determining the
relevant market.

However, the SSNDQ test is inadequate to
determine relevant market because it does not
provide a precise measurement of quality. Even
if it was possible, it would be difficult to quantify
the effects of the quality degradation on the
firm’s revenues in order to determine whether
such degradation would be profitable.

WAY FORWARD

In order to counter the inefficiency of the
indirect method in the case of multi-sided
platforms, the lesser-known “direct method”
can be used. The courts in the US have used the
direct method on a number of occasions to
ascertain dominance in the case of multi-sided
platforms. In the Re Max International and the
El du Pont, it was held that direct evidence can
be relied upon in place of indirect evidence
(such as high market share) when the
defendant has “power to control prices” and is
involved in exclusionary conduct.” In the EU, 

the aspect of direct evidence is given scant
attention. The Guidance does mention that
power over price and power to exclude can
generally be regarded as dominant.
However, a proper interpretation of the text is
yet to be determined.

If we look at the first aspect of direct method,
the power to control price refers to the ability
of an undertaking to raise price above the
competitive level. In an MSP, it is observed
that the platform owners compete
aggressively to sign up buyers, and in order
to compete, they charge the customers a
significantly less amount (sometimes zero),
and then their revenue is earned solely from
the sellers (the applications). Therefore, if
there are large number of buyers in a mobile
platform who will not leave the platform,
since they are getting the services for free, the
sellers will have to stick to the platform, which
enables the platform to charge supra-
competitive prices. This essentially implies that
the platform owners do have power to
control monetary price. However, it is
pertinent to mention here that paragraph 11
of the Guidance has equated substantial
market power (SMP) with the power to
control price. The paragraph further clarifies
that the term ‘increasing prices’ does not only
include price as a factor, but also other
factors, such as output, innovation, and
quality. On the basis of the said observation, if
the undertaking has the ability to influence
these factors, it has the power over price.
However, if the platform operator is able to
charge supra-competitive prices, it can still
show that it is not dominant by using the
wider definition on ‘increasing prices.’
The second element is the platform owner’s
engagement in exclusionary conduct.
Exclusionary conduct involves the “practice of
preventing an undertaking from falling to a
lower competitive level by raising the cost of
the rivals and thereby causing them to restrict
their output." In mobile platforms, an

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/decisions/m6281_924_2.pdf
https://cgc.law.stanford.edu/commentaries/1-insights-2017-john-walker/
https://casetext.com/case/remax-int-v-remax-ne-ohio-lim-part
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/351/377
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52009XC0224(01)&from=EN
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/economics-for-competition-lawyers-9780198717652?cc=sg&lang=en&
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/24049369_Competition_in_Two-Sided_Markets
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52009XC0224(01)&from=EN
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/jones-and-sufrins-eu-competition-law-9780198824657?cc=sg&lang=en&
https://scholarworks.law.ubalt.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1674&context=all_fac


undertaking can be involved in inter-platform
and intra-platform exclusionary conduct. Inter-
platform exclusionary conduct can be a result
of high switching cost imposed on the
consumers by the undertaking, which is a result
of network externalities, costs of entry and
economies of scale. Intra-platform exclusionary
conduct, wherein one undertaking tends to
exclude a rival undertaking within the
platform, can also be noted. The conduct may
involve, among other things, pre-installation of
the operator’s application, high cost of
transaction for using rival platform, and better
integration of operator’s app with the app
store. However, the Guidance says that “a
dominant undertaking’s conduct can be
interpreted by direct evidence of an
exclusionary strategy.” This essentially implies
that the intent of a firm to exclude a rival is
important to prove direct evidence. Therefore,
the court should offer a chance to the
undertaking to offer pro-competitive
justification (which can include efficiency,
performance and value to consumers) for its
conduct. If an undertaking can offer
justification, the conduct is not exclusionary
and, hence, dominance cannot be inferred
(direct evidence) from exclusionary conduct.
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CONCLUSION

The direct method is a necessary renegade in
antitrust analysis for digital mobile platforms.
The competition authorities and courts face
major challenges in terms of defining a relevant
market due to the burgeoning complexity of
the digital platforms. However, the direct
method eradicates the very need to define the
relevant market, and directly seeks to detect
dominance through a firm’s power over price
and capacity to exclude competitors. The direct
method is not a panacea to the anachronistic
policies of defining the relevant market, as it
has its own limitations. However, it is definitely
more accurate and efficient in contrast to the
indirect method in the said case.
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THE EMERGING TRENDS AND
CHALLENGES IN THE ARENA OF

COMPETITION LAW AND DIGITAL
ECONOMY

Rituparna Ray
(3rd Year)

Competition law not only ensures competition
in the market but also checks practices that are
harmful to competitive processes. Competition
Act, 2002 (“the Act”) is the sole legislation in
India on competition law. It aims to prevent
practices having adverse effects on
competition, to promote and sustain
competition in markets, to protect the interests
of consumers and to ensure freedom of trade
carried on by competitors in the market. 
Digitalisation has reshaped competition in
traditional markets and led to the creation of
many new markets. Technology, telecom, and
internet-based companies dominate the
world’s best brands today. The Government of
India’s Digital India Campaign has improved
online infrastructure, improved internet
connectivity and advancing science and
technology. The platforms provide a variety of
services including, e-commerce (Amazon),
social media (Facebook), online payment apps
(Google Pay, Phone Pay), search engines
(Google) and others. As we know, there are
innumerable websites and companies dealing
in the abovementioned spheres of economy.
However, we see that the said companies are
used mostly and here, competition law comes
into picture. Section 3 and 4 of the Act defines
anti-competitive agreements and abuse of
dominant position respectively. The report of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development suggests that such digital
platforms have gained a lot of consumer data
and subsequently greater market power. In
USA, various federal agencies including the
Department of Justice have filed lawsuits 
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against Bigtech especially, Facebook, Google
and Apple. This raises concerns for a
competitive economy giving every market
player a level playing field.

DIGITAL ECONOMY CAUSING
GROWTH IN THIS SECTOR

SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES

In the Digital age, search engines are the pillar
of the digital economy. According to a report,
Google holds the highest share (92.41%) in the
search engine market, followed by Bing (2.46
%) and Yahoo (1.48%). This shows the
phenomenal rise in Google’s digital empire
over the years. The Department of Justice of
the US Government has filed lawsuit against
the tech giant for ‘abuse of dominant position’.
It is alleged that Google uses its dominant
position to manipulate search results, give its
own products and services higher rankings
over rivals. This anti-competitive action of
Google resulted in maintaining its monopoly,
depriving consumers of right to choose,
preventing innovation and creating a barrier
of entry in the market.
Competition Commission of India (“CCI”)
hasn’t yet ordered a probe against Google for
abuse of dominant position in the search
engine market, however, in the online
payment market, that will be discussed in later
part of this section.

INTRODUCTION

SEARCH ENGINES

Social networking sites are important for
people to connect and network. In Covid-19
pandemic, it has been observed that use of
social media has increased drastically.
However, some platforms like Facebook use
their social networking monopoly for
anticompetitive conduct. The Federal Trade
Commission (“FTC”) of the US has sued
Facebook for illegal monopolization. It is
alleged that Facebook had engaged in a
systematic strategy following its acquisition of
Instagram and WhatsApp, and the imposition
of anti-competitive conditions on software 



developers—to eliminate threats to its
monopoly. This resulted in few options
available for internet users for social
networking and lack of competitive prices for
advertisers.
CCI in its suo moto order filed against
WhatsApp u/s 26(1) of the Act. It is alleged
that Whatsapp is the dominant player in the
OTT messaging apps through smartphones in
India. The new privacy policy of WhatsApp
doesn’t give options to users to reject the terms
and policy in sharing their data with other
Facebook companies. The regulator called the
policy a ‘take-it-or-leave-it’ privacy policy and
described them as broad, vague and
unintelligible. It gives the company unfair
advantage over its competitors and snatches
away the dominant sovereign right of users
for their personal information. Thus,
WhatsApp has prima facie contravened the
provisions of Section 4 of the Act through its
exclusionary and exploitative nature. The
Director-General of CCI has been asked to
investigate the matter and submit the report
within 60 days of the aforesaid order.
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E-COMMERCE

In today’s world, digital marketplaces have
replaced traditional markets. Competition law
plays an important role in ensuring level
playing field for competitors and competitive
choices for consumers in the e-commerce
sector. In its market study on e-commerce in
India, CCI gained insights on the sector
relating to search ranking; collection, use and
sharing of data; user review and rating
mechanism; revision in contract terms, and
discount policy. The study suggested ‘self-
regulation’ to e-commerce platforms. On the
basis of findings, the priorities of CCI are:
1.Ensuring competition on the merits to
harness efficiencies for consumers.
2.Increasing transparency to create incentive
for competition and to reduce information
asymmetry.
3.Fostering sustainable business relationships 
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between all stakeholders.
CCI’s probe against Amazon and Flipkart in
January, 2020 arose out of complaint from a
society of traders dealing in smartphones and
related accessories against the e-commerce
giants for contravention of Section 3(4) read
with Section 3(1) and joint dominance under
Section 4(2) read with Section 4(1) of the Act.
This leads to an appreciable adverse effect on
competition (“AAEC”). These allegations in
favour of existence of vertical agreements were
accepted by the CCI, while an allegation of their
joint dominance was rejected as the same is not
contemplated under India’s Competition Act.
CCI has majorly credited the issues involving
the exclusive launch of mobile phones on these
platforms, referred sellers, deep discounting
and preferential listing of private labels. 
In the MMT-OYO case, the CCI decided to direct
an investigation into the agreement between
OYO and MMT-Go specifically on the issues of
exclusion of competitors and the effect of such
exclusion on competition in the market. One of
the issues being investigated in the MMT-OYO
case relates to allegations of predatory
pricing/deep discounting by charging below
average room rate, charging of exorbitant
commissions from hotels, restrictions of room
and price parity imposed by MMT-Go etc.

PAYMENT APPS

It is due to cashless economy and digital
advancements; we have seen cash transactions
being replaced by online transactions via
mobile applications. In XYZ v Alphabet Inc., the
issue of pre-installation and prominence of
Google-Pay on Android smartphone arose and
CCI alleged Google of contravention of Section
4 (‘abuse of dominant position’) of the Act. The
commission observed that mandatory use of
application store’s payment system for paid
apps and in-app purchases restricts the choice
available to the app developers leading to a
high commission fee of 30%. Such a condition is
unfair in terms of Section 4(2)(a) of the Act. It
further noted that Google’s bias and search 

manipulation to divert traffic to its payment
app is interfering with the process of
‘competition on the merits’.
Another significant case in this relevant
market was against WhatsApp Pay, alleging
anti-competitive conduct by WhatsApp’s
Unified Payment Interface (“UPI”) service
WhatsApp Pay. The informant alleged
automatic installation of its payment app
within the messaging app. CCI dismissed the
case on the grounds that there are no unfair
conditions, tying and leveraging; no lack of
consumer choice and the UPI sector is at a
nascent stage to accommodate a pre-
installation mechanism. CCI could have
investigated WhatsApp’s policies in the instant
case, however, we observed its suo moto
action in 2021 which may lead to unfurling all
the anti-competitive conducts of the company.

EMERGING TRENDS IN DIGITAL
ECONOMY

It is said that ‘Science and technology can solve
world’s problems’, but for a competition
lawyer, ‘science and technology can create
antitrust problems.’ New and emerging trends
in the digital world such as cloud computing,
mobile web services, smart grids, digital tools
for education and skills, digital workplaces,
and similar innovations are boosting digital
infrastructure. Similarly, we have seen a rise
in use of digital currencies. It will lead to
regulatory conflicts and antitrust issues as
well. Cryptocurrency falls under the
regulatory ambit of Reserve Bank of India
(“RBI”) and use of blockchain technology in
capital markets falls under the jurisdiction of
the Securities Exchange Board of India
(“SEBI”).
Recently, CCI has released a discussion paper
on blockchain technology and law, prepared
with EY India. It warned the blockchain
stakeholders to be mindful of competition law
provisions. Blockchain applications should not
be used to share competition-sensitive 
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information among competitors including price,
cost or output information. The paper also
emphasises on use of smart contracts and
blockchains not to be designed for anti-
competitive conduct. The article guides on
‘abuse of dominant position’, as the dominant
enterprise should avoid fixing unfair prices or
conditions of provision of services or limiting
production of goods/services or denial of
market access et al.

CONCLUSION

As discussed, search engines, social networking
sites, e-commerce platforms and payment
applications et al. are important facets of the
digital economy. Competition law issues of anti-
competitive agreements and abuse of
dominant position plays an important role in
ensuring ‘fair competition for greater good’ in
the market. Unlike traditional markets, digital
markets grow rapidly and have various
technological issues involved which might pose
a trouble for competition authorities to
administer or understand at prima facie stage,
but we’ve seen that orders are passed by CCI to
stop BigTech giants and e-commerce giants
from abuse of dominant position. Such orders
will save the economy and will benefit the
consumers at large.
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Infrastructure, like Roads, Railways, Ports,
Airports, Transmission lines, Pipelines for
carrying oil, gas etc., are the engine of growth
and provides platform for various market
players who are in the business of providing
goods and services using the infrastructure.
Infrastructure is a “Facility” which is capital
intensive and therefore any private enterprise
which invests in setting up infrastructure would
like to enjoy a certain level of monopoly
including the right to decide with whom it
would do business. Although, presently there
are several regulatory legislations regulating
the setting up and use of infrastructure, the
present paper proposes to deal with the issue
from the competition law perspective. The
competition law comes in only when a “Facility”
is an “Essential Facility”. An “Essential Facility” is
one which is indispensable to an actual or
potential competitor to compete with the
owner of the “Facility”.
The essential facilities doctrine is usually applied
in exceptional circumstances that meet strict
requirements because the doctrine represents a
divergence from the general rule that even a
monopolist may choose with whom he wants
to deal. Mandatory access can discourage
entrepreneurs to invest and to innovate.
Essential Facilities Doctrine in simple terms
means an owner of an ‘essential facility’ must
provide access to his competition at reasonable
prices. This is where the ‘Essential Facilities
Doctrine’ comes in to protect the interest and
promote smooth competition among all
competitors.
The Essential Facilities Doctrine can be
explained as a “facility or infrastructure
without access to which competitors cannot
provide services to their customers”. Essential 
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facility may be defined as “the need of the
public at large, the need of the individual
competitor, the market power possessed by
the facility's owner, and the preferences of the
consumers.” Under this doctrine, a dominant
undertaking that owns or controls such a
facility refuses to make it available to
competitors without an objective justification
or makes it available on discriminatory terms.
The doctrine of Essential Facility imposes a
duty to share a monopolistic facility which is
essential, on non-discriminatory terms to all
those who require that facility. The doctrine
also applies in situations where there is a
vertical relationship within the market
(upstream and downstream), which is
considered essential for competition in other
related markets.

ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS OF THE
DOCTRINE

1. Control of an essential facility by a
monopolist.
2. A competitor's inability practically or
reasonably to duplicate the facility.[1]
3. The denial of the use of the facility to a
competitor which is likely to harm or eliminate
competition.
4. The access must be indispensable or
essential for carrying out the applicant's
business, the denial to access lacks any
Objective Justification.[2]

APPLICATION OF THIS DOCTRINE
ACROSS VARIOUS JURISDICTIONS

AMERICAN LAW

The doctrine of essential facilities sprouted in
the American antitrust law. The Sherman Act
makes no direct reference to this Doctrine.
Section 2[3] of the Sherman Act provides
implicitly for the essential facilities doctrine. In
1912, the doctrine found its origin in the U.S.
Supreme Court case of United States of
America v. Terminal Railroad Assn. of St.
Louis[4] wherein it was held that the "pure"
essential facilities doctrine applies to access to 



physical infrastructure such as ports, airports
and pipelines. The range of facilities to which
the doctrine applies are “railways (track,
stations); airports (slot allocation; ground
handling services) and airline computer
reservation systems; ports; utility distribution
networks e.g. electricity wires and gas
pipelines; bus stations and some intellectual
property rights”.
Such facilities are “essential” because, by
nature, they cannot be replicated in an
economically viable manner and therefore, are
the subject of a natural structure to enter into a
market or to initiate an activity, as no other
alternative exists or is granted.[5]
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facilities doctrine. However, it is seen that the
doctrine has wide application to horizontal
and vertical agreements under Section 3 and
Section 4 of the Act.
Under the Act, “Essential Facilities doctrine”
can be covered under:
i. Section 4(2)(c) of the Act which states that
there shall be an abuse of dominant position if
an enterprise or a group indulges in practice
or practices resulting in denial of market
access in any manner; and
ii. Section 3(4)(d) which prevents “refusal to
deal” agreement and deems them to be anti-
competitive agreements holding them to
agreements that cause an appreciable
adverse effect on competition in India.
Explanation (d) to s. 3(4) defines “refusal to
deal” in an inclusive manner to include any
agreement which restricts or is likely to
restrict, by any method the persons or classes
of persons to whom goods are sold or from
whom goods are to be bought. It should be
noted that since the definition of “refusal to
deal” is an inclusive one it is not limited to only
sale and purchase of goods but would also
cover access to services.
It should be noted that the elements that
would need to be considered by the
Competition Commission of India while acting
on the “essential facilities doctrine” would be
different under section 4 and section 3 of the
Act.
The metamorphosis of this doctrine in the
Indian market continues to happen with the
Competition Commission of India (“CCI”) and
other adjudicating authorities probing into this
aspect of the Competition law in their recent
orders and judicial pronouncements.

LEGAL CONUNDRUMS SURROUNDING
THE APPLICATION OF THIS
DOCTRINE

EUROPEAN LAW

Article 102 of Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (“TFEU”) deals with abuse of
dominance which includes the essential facilities
doctrine. Article 102 of TFEU states as follows:
“Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a
dominant position within the internal market
or in a substantial part of it shall be prohibited
as incompatible with the internal market in so
far as it may affect trade between Member
States.”
Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: 
(a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair
purchase or selling prices or other unfair
trading conditions;
(b) limiting production, markets or technical
development to the prejudice of consumers;
(c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent
transactions with other trading parties,
thereby placing them at a competitive
disadvantage;
(d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to
acceptance by the other parties of
supplementary obligations which, by their
nature or according to commercial usage, have
no connection with the subject of such contracts.

INDIAN COMPETITION LAW REGIME

The Competition Act, 2002 (“Act”) has no
express provisions encapsulating the essential 

THE EXTENT TO WHICH A
MONOPOLIST IS DUTY BOUND TO
PROVIDE ACCESS TO ITS
COMPETITORS.



The US Supreme Court in the case of United
States of America v. Terminal Railroad Assn. of
St. Louis[6] ordered the Terminal Rail Road
Association which jointly controlled access and
terminal facilities permitting traffic across the
Mississippi River, to open membership to all
other railroads or to grant an access to the
facility to the non-members in a non-
discriminatory manner. The Court held that the
facilities fall in the category of “public utility”
and the denial of access to it would adversely
impact trade and commerce. This order laid
down the foundation stone to the essential
facilities doctrine.
It can be inferred from the above findings that
the doctrine can be applied to impose a duty on
the entity exercising dominant control and
position to share a facility which is vital to the
public. The Us Supreme Court in the case of
Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States[7] while
dealing with regulated monopoly for electric
power transmission service held that no entity
can use its monopolistic position as the exclusive
supplier in the wholesale market to “foreclose
competition or gain a competitive advantage,
or to destroy a competitor” in the retail market.
The duplication of wholesale electrical services
of the monopolist was not feasible and if a
monopolist alters an established course of
dealing to exclude rivals without any business
justification, it is violative of the very nature and
essence of Competition law.
The essential facilities doctrine is applicable to
natural monopolistic facilities whose
duplication is forbidden by law, and perhaps
those that are publicly subsidized and thus,
could not practically be built privately.
Therefore, it has been time and again held that
it is not vital for the Plaintiff to prove that denial
of access has caused “severe handicap”. Mere
inconvenience or economic loss caused by any
refusal/ denial to access an essential
infrastructure are sufficient indicators to
proceed against any monopolist as it puts the
non- dominant entity at a competitive
disadvantage.
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competing system, and that Mediaprint’s
refusal to distribute Bronner’s newspaper
should be regarded as an abuse of a
dominant position.
The ECJ ruled on four factors which should
exist for a refusal to be an abuse. 
a. First, the refusal would likely eliminate all
competition in the downstream market from
the person requesting access;
b. Second, the refusal must be incapable of
objective justification;
c. Third, the access to the facility must be
indispensable to carrying on the other
person’s business; and
d. Fourth, there must be no actual or potential
substitute for it. 
The court emphasized especially on the fact
that access must be indispensable and not
desirable or convenient. The court observed
that it would only be indispensable if it was
not economically viable to create a substitute
for the facility. The court opined that in the
present case, use of Mediaprint’s home
delivery service was not indispensable since
there were other means of distributing daily
newspaper e.g. through shops or post and
hence, the refusal did not amount to an abuse
as none of the above factors were met in the
instant case. However, the court also
mentioned that sometimes duplication can be
physically impossible such as in the case of a
port or an airport or a second rail network.

THE APPLICABILITY OF
ESSENTIAL FACILITIES DOCTRINE
WHERE A GOVERNMENT FACILITY
HAS THE POWER TO CREATE OR
GRANT ACCESS

The US Supreme Court in the case of Verizon
Communications Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V.
Trinko LLP[8] held that the essential facility
doctrine is rendered inapplicable “where a
state or federal agency has effective power to
compel sharing and to regulate its scope and
terms.”. The Court ruled that for an attempt to
monopolise it is necessary to demonstrate that,
in addition to being a monopoly power in the
relevant market, “the willful acquisition or
maintenance of that power as distinguished
from growth or development as a consequence
of a superior product, business acumen, or
historic accident.” The Court further observed
that directing / compelling firms to share their
infrastructure would not be in line with the
underlying purpose of antitrust (competition)
law as it may lessen the incentive for
enterprises to invest in economically beneficial
facilities. Furthermore, it will also require the
Court to act as the central planners for the
industry and facilitate collusion among the
parties and impede the objective of the
Sherman Act.

WHEN CAN THE REFUSAL TO
SUPPLY RAW MATERIALS OR
SERVICES WHICH ARE
INDISPENSABLE TO CARRY ON
THE BUSINESS AMOUNT TO
ABUSIVE BEHAVIOUR?

The European court in the landmark case of
Oscar Bronner GmbH v. MediaPrint
Zeitungs[9] has laid down certain parameters
to be taken into account for refusal by a
dominant entity to be treated as abusive in
nature. The Court laid down the parameters
while dealing with a case where a newspaper
publisher argued that the newspaper
distribution system held by the other should be
regarded as an essential facility, as the
publisher lacked the ability to establish a  

WHETHER THE ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
(“OEM”) OF PRODUCT CAN
REFUSE TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO
SPARE PARTS AND OTHER
ASSOCIATED TECHNOLOGICAL
INFORMATION WHICH HAPPEN
TO BE ESSENTIAL INPUTS FOR
ENTERING A DERIVATIVE
MARKET.

In the case of Shamsher Kataria v. Honda Siel
Cars India Ltd.,[10] a complaint was filed
against few Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs)/Car companies for
having violated Sections 3 and section
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give a very wide perspective. However, the
Indian courts in the following case have tried
to break down the Essential Facilities Doctrine
and its applicability.
East India Petroleum Pvt. Ltd. V. South Asia
LPG Company Pvt. Ltd.[11]
Brief Background: The case pertains to denial
of market access to a private terminal
operator, East India Petroleum Pvt. Ltd
(“EIPL”) at Visakhapatnam port (“Port”) by
South Asia LPG Company Ltd (“SALPG”), a
joint venture between TOTAL, the French oil
major and the Public Sector Oil Marketing
Company ("OMC") and Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Ltd. ("HPCL").
Interim Order of CCI:
The Commission, disagreeing with the
investigation reports submitted by the DG,
vide its interim order dated January 10, 2018
decided to further inquire into the matter
based upon the following observations of the
Commission in the said matter:
1. Access to infrastructure operated by SALPG
is indispensable to offer terminalling services
at Vishakhapatnam Port for servicing the
hinterland. “The Oil Marketing Companies
(“OMCs”) are dependent on SALPG for
terminalling services and have no other option
to serve the hinterland of the Visakhapatnam
Port on account of it being the only player
offering the said services.
2. It was observed that development of
parallel infrastructure is both time consuming
and cost intensive. Hence, it is more efficient
for both terminals (SALPG and EIPL) to
operate through a single set of unloading to
avoid unnecessary ship movements.
3. The bypass restrictions and stipulation for
mandatory use of cavern, imposed by SALPG
have priced out EIPL and reduced its business
volumes substantially. To overcome these,
EIPL proposed provision of tap-out and/or
tap-in to the butane and propane lines from
the jetty. The proposals of EIPL were rejected
by SALPG on unsubstantiated and
unreasonable grounds. The Commission 

4 by entering into anti-competitive vertical
agreements with original equipment suppliers
(“OES”) and authorized dealers in order to
restrict free availability of auto spare parts in
the market, imposing unfair prices and
prohibiting independent repairers from
accessing spare parts and selling them to car
users in the open market. Independent
repairers were also not being provided
technological information, diagnostic tools and
software programs which would enable them
to continue providing maintenance & repair
services. As a result, only authorized
workshops were able to sell spare parts or
provide maintenance services at higher (or
even monopolistic) prices. The Director General
(“DG”) concluded that spare parts, diagnostic
tools, manuals, etc., of each OEM would
constitute essential facilities for the independent
repairers to be able to provide consumers with
effective after-sale repair and maintenance
work. This would be essential for independent
repairers to be able to effectively compete with
the authorized dealers of the OEMs. The CCI
relying upon the report of DG pointed out that
the essential factors to be taken into account in
determining whether spare parts of each OEM
would constitute essential facilities for
independent repairers are: 
(a) control of the essential facility by the
monopolist;
(b) the inability to duplicate the facility;
(c) the denial of the use of the facility; and
(d) the feasibility of providing the facility.
Therefore, access to such technology was
critical for any entity undertaking after-sale
services to be able to compete effectively on the
market.

LANDMARK JUDGEMENT UNDER
INDIAN LAW

The Indian legislation on Competition law at
present has not been able to explore the
horizons of the Essential Facilities Doctrine
completely. The limited judicial
pronouncements there are on this issue also 



noted that that denial of access to infrastructure
operated by SALPG has made services of EIPL
economically unviable and such denial of
market access, in any manner, by a dominant
enterprise cannot be justified.
4. It was noted that protection of commercial
interest by a dominant enterprise, at the cost of
competition, is contrary to its responsibility cast
under the Act. It was further noted, that
effective competition does not necessarily mean
prevalence of the most efficient to the exclusion
of relatively less efficient choices to consumers.
5. The Commission observed that efficiency
justifications advanced by SALPG ignore the
inefficiencies/losses resulting from prohibition
of bypass of cavern and denial of tap-out to
EIPL has resulted in foreclosure of competition
and the consequent loss of efficiencies.
However, in any case, there is no justification
for imposing restriction on competition by a
dominant enterprise to protect its commercial
interest.
Under these circumstances access to
infrastructure was found critical and the
conduct of SALPG, being without reasonable
grounds, was, therefore, held to be in the
nature of exclusionary abuse of dominant
position by SALPG, in contravention of Section
4 of the Act.
Having held SALPG to be the dominant
enterprise exercising control over an essential
facility, it is automatically vested with special
responsibility to not inhibit competition and be
compliant with the requirements of the
obligation cast under Section 4 of the Act.

CCI Order:

The Hon’ble CCI vide its order dated July 11,
2018 confirmed the findings and observations
made by it in the interim order dated January
10, 2018 and grant EIPL immediate effective
access to the terminalling infrastructure by any
or all of the following options:
(a) SALPG shall not insist mandatory use of its
cavern and shall allow bypass of cavern for
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the former being less efficient, would not be
justified.
iii. The access restriction imposed by SALPG is
primary with a view to protect its commercial
interest at a cost competition to ‘SALPG’
requiring users to necessarily use the cavern
and pay higher charges is an unfair imposition
in provision of terminalling services; and is
likely to discourage imports and restrict the
services otherwise offered by the Informant.
The NCLAT while dismissing the appeal held
that restriction on bypass and access through
the facility is in contravention of Section 4(1)
read with Section 4(2)(a)(i), Section 4(2)(a)(ii)
and Section 4(2)(b)(i) of the Act. Such
hinderances caused by the abusive dominant
entity not only restricted the business of EIPL
but was unreasonable and done without any
objective justification.

both pre-mixed and blended LPG, without any
restrictions; and/or
(b) SALPG shall allow access to its competitors,
potential as well as existing, to the terminalling
infrastructure at Visakhapatnam Port, subject
to compliance with all safety integrity and other
requirements under applicable laws and
regulations framed thereunder.

Penalty Imposed by CCI

While addressing the question of penalty to be
imposed, the CCI noted that denial of market
access is one of the severe forms of abuse of
dominant position. It was also observed that
the abusive conduct of SALPG is primarily with
a view to protect its commercial interest at the
cost of competition.
Accordingly, the CCI imposed the maximum
statutorily prescribed penalty on SALPG at the
rate of 10 % (ten percent) of their average
annual turnover generated from the relevant
market for upstream terminalling services at
Visakhapatnam Port amounting to Rs.
192,070,000 (Rupees one hundred ninety-two
million seventy thousand). 

Findings of the Appellate Tribunal 

The CCI order dated July 11, 2018 was
challenged before the Hon’ble National
Company Law Appellate Tribunal (“NCLAT”).
The NCLAT vide order dated December 18,
2019 held the following: 
i. The Commission was right in holding that
protection of commercial interest by a
dominant enterprise, at the cost of competition,
is contrary to its responsibility cast under the
Act.
ii. Effective competition does not necessarily
mean prevalence of the most efficient to the
exclusion of relatively less efficient choices to
consumers. Therefore, in the absence of
capacity constraints to accommodate the
services offered by EIPL, restraint on
competition exerted by SALPG on the pretext of 

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The “Essential Facility Doctrine” has been
applied across jurisdictions with some
variance depending upon the “relevant
market” and economic conditions prevailing in
the market. The said doctrine has been
applied to promote competition and to ensure
greater benefits to consumers. Infrastructure
and facilities such as railways (track, stations);
airports (slot allocation; ground handling
services) and airline computer reservation
systems; ports; utility distribution networks;
electricity wires and gas pipelines; bus stations
and some intellectual property rights are
generally categorised as ‘Essential’. Such
facilities are “essential” because by nature,
they cannot be replicated in an economically
viable manner and no such alternative exists
or is granted. However, it is also necessary to
balance the interest of the innovators and the
investors in infrastructure, else free riders may
take undue advantage. Considering the
Indian economic, social and market conditions
duplication of such large infrastructure is not
economically viable. In such circumstances, it is
important to provide 
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access to other players in the market, whether
upstream or downstream to ensure
competition, which serves the objects of the Act.
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INTRODUCTION

The relationship between Competition Law and
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) is seen as one
of the most discussed topics in the recent years.
Competition Law has been regarded as the
most efficient mechanism in countering anti-
competitive agreements, prohibiting abuse of
dominant position, regulating mergers and
combinations and provoking efficient allocation
of resources to ultimately benefit the
consumers, providing them with wider choices,
better quality products at a reasonable price.
While on the other hand, Intellectual Property
Rights vouches for striking a balance between
the exclusive right of the owner and the social
interest. It ensures that the owner of the
intangible property gets an exclusive right, to
be able to exploit commercially his intellectual
creation, gaining the monopoly rights thereof.
Therefore, a scrimmage is bound to arise
between IPR and Competition Law as IPR seeks
to grant monopoly power which Competition
policy dissents to provide.

the monopoly holders. In Competition Law
there is no concept of right, but in IPR the
competition is allowed for exploiting the rights
but in a restricted manner. However, in the
two domains of law, the basic concept of
competition is the main driving force of
respective legislation. From the façade, it
seems the objectives of both the laws are poles
apart but somewhere down the line, the
ultimate objective is the same, i.e. to achieve
consumer welfare. Both IP and Competition
share the common objective even though the
means to achieve it are different.

COMPETITION AND PATENTS

Patent laws mainly aim to prevent
bootlegging, making and selling patented
products; and thus, it can be said that Patent
right also complements with competition
policy in that it contributes to fair market
behaviour, which is the prime purpose of
competition policy. A patent also fosters the
innovation of the product, which is also one of
the goals of competition law. Competition
concerns only arise if patent owners use
patents in ways that subvert the objectives of
patent rights and are inconsistent with their
essential function.

Mere granting of Patent right does not
amount to an anti-trust violation, but abuse of
that right amounts to a violation of anti-trust
policies. Similar to other IP rights, Patent right
is also durational otherwise there will be an
abuse of that monopoly power and it will
choke the competition by stifling innovation of
products. Therefore, a proper safety
mechanism is framed so as to allow patent
only for those inventions which are of public
benefit. A situation might crop up where an
exclusive license totally excludes other firms
from entering the market, this is where
competition law comes into force and prevents
such undesired market behaviour.
Competition and Patents are not inherently in
conflict. Patent and anti-trust are actually 
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COMPETITION LAW AND IPR – A
COMPARISON

The denotation of ‘competition’ in the IPR and
Competition Law are contextually different.
The primary objectives of granting IPR
encourages fierce competition among the
intending innovators and simultaneously
restricts the competition in a number of ways
and at the end of the specified duration, the
rights go to the public domain ending the
completion. While in IPR competition is
allowed as a reward based, in competition
law, the competition is regulated for the
purpose of eliminating unfair advantages by 



The theory of IPR and Competition Law comes
down to the fact that IPR is a right whereas
Competition Law is legislation which acts as
an artificial hand over the market operation.
IPR is something which the State grants the
inventor, or it is a reward which the State
provides to the creator of any product to
exploit commercially his creation for a limited
period of time. It seems that these two laws
are of conflicting in nature, but they are not, as
these two laws complement each other by
backing up when one is abused.

Competition Law attempts to provide a wider
choice to the consumers, and it seeks to
balance the right of manufacturers and the
consumers by providing profits and quality
product and at a reasonable price,
respectively. IPR also seeks to provide the
manufacturer his reward in being the sole
creator of the product, which should also be
for the public benefit. The dominant position
offered by IPR is per se not violating the
Competition policies, but abuse of that position
is. In a nutshell, it can be concluded that both
these laws have the common objective but the
ways to achieve it are different.

TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights) is an international agreement
formed by the WTO (World Trade
Organization) that sets down minimum
standards for many forms of IP regulation as
applied to nationals of other WTO members.
During the negotiation of the agreement,
many countries expressed their concern on the
regulation of unfair competition and abusive
power of the IP rights holder.

Article 40 states that licensing practices or
conditions pertaining to the IPR’s may have an
adverse effect on trade and may impede the
transfer of technology. Article 40.2 permits
the members to specify any abuse of IP rights
having an adverse effect and adopt measures
to counter them. Some of the anti-competitive
practices are mentioned in Article 40.2 of the
agreement but it should be noted that this list
is not exhaustive. The provisions regarding
anti-competitive agreement practices
(especially Article 40) generally are
permissible rather than prescriptive in nature.

Article 31 of the TRIPS agreement provides for
the grant of compulsory licensing under
certain situations such as national emergency
or other circumstances of extreme urgency or
inadequate exploitation of the patent in the
country. The policy of compulsory licensing is a
statutory measure to deter concentration of
IPR in the hand of the right holder arising out
of his refusal to part with the right without
ostensible reason or parting with right in
commercial consideration which is
incompatible to existing market practice. It is a
statutory mechanism in the hand of state for
effecting non-voluntary transfer of copyright
from its owner to such a person who applies 

to the state to republish such work to the
public in lieu of paying royalty to the owner.

CONCLUSION
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complementary as both are encouraging
innovation, industry and competition.

TRIPS IN RELATION TO COMPETITION
AND IPR POLICY
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SPECIAL LECTURES

November 27th, 2020- "Introduction to
Practical Contours of Corporate Law" by Mr.
Anuuj Taandon, Managing Partner,
StarLegals.

January 15th, 2021- "Status of Sustainable
Development post Covid-19" by Mr. Ashutosh
Senger, Associate, Environmental Law Practice
at Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co.

January 22nd, 2021- "Intellectual Property
Rights: future scope of growth" by Mr.
Sudarshan Kumar Bansal, Senior Partner at
United IPR, New Delhi.

February 12th, 2021- "The utility of think tanks
and their growing importance in India and
abroad" by Ms. Palak Sharma, the Executive
Director of CASPR.
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March 5th, 2021- "The Role of Bankruptcy
Code in Contemporary Times" by Ms.
Ekakshra Mahajan, Advocate Attorney &
Counselor-at-law, New York, USA.

March 19th, 2021- "Trademark 101: What’s in a
name?" by Ms. Aamna Hasan, Partner at Vutts
& Associates LLP.

April 10th, 2021- "Career opportunities in
Mediation and Dispute Resolution in India" by
Ms. Sammanika Rawat, ADR-ODR International
Accredited Civil Commercial Mediator.

Mr. Nishant Tiwari (Student Co-
convener) moderating a webinar.

Presentation by Mr. Sudarshan
Kumar Bansal.
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SESSIONS CONDUCTED BY THE CRCLG TEAM
FOR THE SESSION 2020-21

November 9th, 2020-"Introductory Session on Corporate
Law & the CRCLG" by Omvir Singh (5th Year), Nishant
Tiwari (4th Year), and Rituparna Ray (3rd Year).

LEGAL DRAFTING COMPETITION

With the objective to provide an opportunity to the students

to showcase their acumen in legal drafting, the Centre in the

month of March 2021, conducted the Legislative Drafting

Competition. The Theme of the said competition was on “Bill

for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence in the Country”, to

which the team of Mr. Ajay Pal (1761) and Mr Rahil Setia

(1767) both from the IVth  year made a commendable

contribution to the said competition.

May 8th, 2021-"Introductory Session on Research papers,
their various types and guidelines on writing one" by
Omvir Singh (5th Year), Nishant Tiwari (4th Year), and
Rituparna Ray (3rd Year).
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO TAKE PART IN

Competition Commission of India (CCI) - 7th
National Conference on Economics of
Competition Law.
Date of Event: 4th March, 2022.
Abstract Submission: 1st August, 2021.

NLIU Bhopal is organizing its 1st National e-
Conference on Regulation of Cryptocurrency
in India.
Date of Event: 24th July, 2021.
Abstract Submission: 1st July, 2021.

Centre for Corporate Law, National Law
University Odisha (CCL, NLUO) is inviting
submissions for its proposed edited volume on
the “Contemporary issues on the laws of
Insolvency and Bankruptcy”.
Date of submission: 16th August, 2021.
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